Todd’s stylish new collection focuses
exclusively on women, giving us his highly
personal take on the machinations of the
female mind. His unerring hand recreates
every nuance of body language and
expressions - a sidelong glance, a comehither stare - and draws us inexorably into
his enticing world of intimate strangers.
But as the title of the collection suggests,
the words on their lips and the smiles on
their faces do not always tell the truth.
Since Todd made his UK debut at the end of last year
his work has gone straight into the Top 10 Bestsellers
List. Investors are snapping up his ultra-stylish avant
garde images which have won him the epithet of
Hollywood’s ‘artist to the stars’ and an army of
celebrity collectors including P Diddy, Sharon
Stone, Jimmy White, Catherine Zeta Jones,
Vin Diesel, Hugh Hefner, Abbey Clancy and
David Dunn. Amongst his many achievements Todd
is the artist of choice for the world’s most high profile
showbiz events. His appointment as Official Artist to
the GRAMMY® Awards, and Warner Bros’s invitation
to celebrate the 70th Anniversary of ‘The Wizard of
Oz’ on canvas (later bought by Sylvester Stallone) have
cemented his position as the world’s most glamorous
artist. Todd also has a serious side, and recently flew
in to the UK to receive the Diana Princess of Wales
award Gold Medal for services to the Diana Awards
charity. He inhabits a world peopled by those faces
we all recognise - caught on camera shooting the
breeze with Glenn Close, being interviewed by the
great Larry King, chatting to Paris Hilton in the
Green Room or entertaining boxing world champion
Wladimir Klitschko in his studio.

MY FAVOURITE THREE WORDS

GIRLY DRINKS
Hand Embellished Canvas Edition of 195
Size 16” x 10” FRAMED £395

ON AGAIN OFF AGAIN

Hand Embellished Canvas Edition of 195
Size 16” x 10” FRAMED £395

Officially appointed
Grammy Awards artist
GRAMMY AWARDS

NAMED TOP 10 SELLING ARTIST
IN THE UK IN HIS DEBUT YEAR

THE COOLEST
ARTIST ON
THE PLANET

awarded Diana Princess
of Wales Gold Medal
Official Warner Bros
Artist for THE wizard of oz

WHISPERED WORDS
PRETTY LIES

&

‘One of america’s most
popular artists’
DAILY EXPRESS

‘white works Are being
snapped up by investors’
Evening News

‘one of the hottest
artists in the world’

Hand Embellished
Canvas Edition of 195
Size 16”x 28”
FRAMED £795
Craving for you

‘ARTIST TO THE
STARS’

IF you knew HEartbreak
Was coming

